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The features of electron exchange between secondary excited silicon ions and an Si ( 1 1 1 ) surface 
are investigated experimentally and theoretically. It is determined that when the energy of the 
excited ion level is near the maxima of the surface electron state density the energy spectrum of 
Si+* manifests an oscillatory nature due to charge exchange. It is demonstrated that the 
experimentally observed oscillations can be explained if it is assumed that electron exchange 
within the solid occurs prior to the passage of the ion through the surface. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The oscillatory nature of the energy and angular distri- 
butions of excited silicon ions resulting from the bombard- 
ment of a silicon surface by 7.5 keV Ne+ ions was detected in 
Ref. 1. This effect has been qualitatively attributed to quasi- 
resonant charge exchange between the excited ion and the 
levels of the surface electron states of silicon. Similar oscilla- 
tions have also been observed in experiments on He+ ion 
scattering on a number of metallic surfaces from changes in 
the primary particle These oscillations are relat- 
ed to quasiresonant vibrational electron exchange between 
the energy level of the atomic shells of the solid and the 
ground state of the scattered par t i~ le .~  

In spite of the similar nature of the energy distribution 
of scattered ions and secondary excited ions there are signifi- 
cant differences in the physical processes responsible for the 
features of these distributions, particularly the processes be- 
hind electron exchange. The present study carried out a 
theoretical and experimental investigation of the energy dis- 
tributions for different excited states of secondary silicon 
ions, which made it possible to draw certain conclusions re- 
garding the formation mechanism of the charge state. 

A multichannel device with a coincidence circuit was 
developed in order to simultaneously analyze the emission of 
the secondary particles (ions, photons and electrons) result- 
ing from the ion bombardment of a solid. This apparatus can 
be used to obtain information on the energy and angular 
dependence of the detachment of the various particle types 
from the bombardment region and to distinguish in time the 
elementary particle interaction events. 

A block diagram of the assembly is shown in Fig. 1. A 
Von Ardenne duoplasmatron was used as the ion source ( 1 ); 
this unit made it possible to obtain an ion beam (Ar+ and 
Ne+ ) of 4 to 8 keV and a current density at the specimen of 
1 50-300pA/cm2, which provided dynamic surface cleaning 
at P = 5 lo-' torr. The manipulator (2)  made it possible to 
control the angle of ion beam incidence on the specimen. A 
spherical electrostatic analyzer ( 3) with energy resolution 
of E /AE = 100 was employed as the secondary charge parti- 
cle energy analyzer. The energy analyzer could be rotated 
about the target bombardment region. The photon record- 
ing channel consisted of a quartz window (4),  a quartz lens 
(5),  and an interference filter (6); the optical axis was paral- 
lel to the specimen surface and perpendicular to the bom- 
bardment plane. Secondary ions and photons were collected 

in solid angles of 5 lo-' and 1. steradian, respectively. 
The measurement system consisted of two symmetrical 
channels including a detector: A channel electron multiplier 
(7) or a photomultiplier (8) ,  a pulsed amplifier (9, lo) ,  
controlled delay lines ( 1 1, 12) and pulse shapers ( 13, 14). 
The shaper signals from the separate channel were sent to a 
coincidence circuit ( 15). If the discrepancy in the arrival 
time of the pulse was less than the resolution of the coinci- 
dence circuit, the circuit sent a pulse of the scalar ( 16); the 
presence of a pulse indicated that two particles were regis- 
tered simultaneously. 

The transit time of particles of specific masses and ener- 
gies was calculated in the course of the experiment; the dif- 
ference in the arrival time for a recorded particle pair was 
cancelled by introducing an equivalent delay into the fast 
particle recording channel. Note that in order to accurately 
determine the number of created particles, no more than a 
single elementary particle formation event can be recorded 
over the resolution time of the coincidence circuit ( r  = 50 
nsec). This condition was satisfied in our experiments. The 
number of coincidences over a specific time after subtraction 
of the background of random coincidences will be given be- 
low. 

A silicon monocrystal, ( 1 11 ) face, was used as the 
specimen. The specimen was thermally outgassed at 550 "C 
for 1 hour and simultaneously cleaned by an Ar+ ion beam 
at a current density 200 ,uA/cm2 in the measurement 

w 
FIG. 1. Block diagram of the apparatus. 
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chamber. The specimen was heated to 350 "C during the ex- 
periment to prevent amorphization. This was confirmed by 
the anisotropy of the angular dependence of Si+ ion emis- 
sion. The specimen was bombarded at different angles to the 
surface by 8 keV Ne+ and Ar+ ions. The beam current den- 
sity was 150 ,uA/cm2 with a residual gas pressure of 5. lop7 
torr. The photons were observed in different directions in the 
bombarded Si ( 1 1 1 ) plane. Any change in the observation 
angle in this plane had no qualitative effect on the observed 
relations, but rather altered only the photon radiation inten- 
sity. Secondary Si+ ions of a specific energy was recorded 
along the normal to the specimen surface or at the angle 
8, = 40" from the normal, near the [ 1101 direction. 

The number of formation time coincidences of second- 
ary Si+ silicon ions and photons of different wavelengths 
(arriving from the decay of the excited state of the Si+* ion) 
was measured as a function of the energy of the secondary 
Si+ ion; i.e., the energy spectrum of the secondary excited 
ions was essentially the subject of investigation. The mea- 
surements were carried out for different Si I1 lines at 
A =  385.6,413 and 567 nm associated with the decay of the 
excited Si+* ~P(~P;,, ); Si+* 4f ( 2 ~ R  ) and Si+* ~ P ( ~ D )  
states, respectively. 

3. ENERGY DISTRIBUTION FOR Si+ * ~P('P&.) 
3.1. Experiment and discussion 

The energy distribution of the excited Si+* 4p(2P:,2 ) 

ions was investigated for the case of bombardment of the 
( 11 1 ) face of Si by 8 keV Ar' ions incident near the normal 
to the surface (a - 8"). The secondary Si+ ions were ob- 
served at 9, = 40" from the normal, while the photons were 
observed in the [ 1101 direction parallel to the surface. 

Figure 2 shows the number of coincidences of second- 
ary Si+ ions and photons at A = 385.6 nm as a function of the 
Si+ energy (i.e., the energy distribution of the Si+* 
~P(~P; , , )  ion; the decay of the excited state of this ion 
causes emission at A = 385.6 nm). If this oscillating energy 
distribution is plotted as a function of v; ', where v, is the ion 
velocity component perpendicular to the surface, the oscilla- 
tion period will remain constant. The constancy of the inten- 
sity oscillation period as a function of v- ' is characteristic of 
the resonant charge exchange processes from particle colli- 
s i o n ~ . ~  In our case the decisive role of v, suggests that the 
secondary ion interacts with the solid surface, and does not 
have a binary character. We will consider a possible electron 
exchange process that could explain the observed oscilla- 
tions in the energy spectrum. 

Analysis of the electron structure of silicon (Fig. 3) 

FIG. 2. Number of coincidences of secondary Si+ ions and photons at 
A = 385.6 nm over 100 sec plotted as a function of Si' energy (curve 1: 
Experiment; curve 2; Calculation). 

Si (solid) Si+*. 4 p u ~  

FIG. 3. Electron structure of silicon and electron transition scheme in 
Si+*. 

demonstrates that a peak of the surface electron states with 
E = 5.9 eV7 exists near the excited level of the ion at E = 6.3 
eV responsible for radiation of the Si I1 line at A = 385.6 nm; 
this peak is near the Fermi level, and the surface layer of 
silicon atoms makes the primary contribution to the Fermi 
level. We note that the distribution of the peaks of the sur- 
face states is fairly stable under the Si(2 X 1 ) - Si(7 X 7) sur- 
face reconstruction which occurs when the specimen is heat- 
ed.8 Electron exchange may occur between the excited level 
of the Si+* ion and the narrow peak of the surface states. 

When oxygen is admittted to the measurement 
chamber, the peak of the electron states diminishes near the 
Fermi level. This will violate the charge exchange conditions 
and will cause the oscillating nature of Si+* detachment to 
vanish, which was in fact observed in experiment (Fig. 4). 

The electron exchange mechanism responsible for the 
spectrum shown in Fig. 2 can therefore be explained as fol- 
lows. Vacancies form in the deep L-shell of silicon from the 
bombardment of the silicon surface by Ar' and Ne+ ions 
due to Si-Si and Ar-Si hard collisions, as supported by an 
analysis of the correlation  diagram^.^ A doubly-charged 
si2+ ion . forms the Auger process involving the outer L- 
shells. Charge exchange with the surface silicon levels then 
produces Si+* 4p(2Py,2 ) whose decay yields Si+ ions and 
photons that are simultaneouly in our experiment. 

The following experiment was conducted to identify the 
role of the Auger process in the formation of the secondary 
excited ions. The number of coincidences of the Auger elec- 
tron with Si I1 photons at A = 385.6 nm was measured as a 

FIG. 4. Number of coincidences of secondary Sit ions and photons at 
/1 = 385.6 nm over 30 sec for an oxidized surface of the silicon specimen. 
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function of the delay in the photon emission channel. 
The maximum number of coincidences corresponds to 

electrons of energy Ee = 86 eV. Consequently the formation 
of at least some of the Si+ * ions is accompanied by the emis- 
sion of Auger electrons of energy Eb = 86 eV. However the 

s, ion state of interest to us can form by means of the Auger 
process at such an electron energy only within the solid, i.e., 
by the LVV-transition (an electron of an entirely different 
energy corresponds to the LMM-transition which occurs 
outside the solid). Consequently we believe that a reasona- 
ble conclusion is that the L VV-transition precedes the for- 
mation of the Si+* 4p (2P ;,, ) state. Under ion bombard- 
ment of the surface the Auger processes within the solid 
(L  VV) may occur at a higher intensity than outside the solid 
(LMM) .lo 

This analysis therefore allows us to make an important 
assumption in our study: The Si2+ ions form within the solid 
before passing through the surface. 

3.2. Theoretical analysis 

According to the preceding analysis the oscillatory na- 
ture of the energy distribution of excited Si+* ~P(~P; , ,  ) 
ions (Fig. 2) can be attributed to the features of electron 
exchange between the excited level of the Si+* ion and the 
narrow peak of the surface states. This peak can be described 
as a discrete electron level.4 In this case the analysis can be 
carried out for a two-level electron charge exchange model. 
A detailed presentation of such models can be found in Refs. 
11, 12. We will use the Demkov model13 and will retain the 
same notation for convenience. 

We will roughly represent the wave function of the sys- 
tem as Y = a(t)\V, + b(t)YB, where YA ,YB are the wave 
functions of the electron in the states associated with the 
surface and the ion, respectively. The following system of 
equations is obtained for the coefficients a ( t ) ,  b(t) in this 
approximation (here and henceforth we will use the atomic 
system of units: f i  = m = e = 1 ) 

where H,, are certain functions of the distance R( t )  from 
the ion to the surface layer of the atoms. The quantities a ( t )  
and b(t) determine the probabilities w, = laI2 and w2 = Ib I 2  
of the electron being in the corresponding states. 

We will assume that H,, and H2, are independent of R, 
i.e., H,, = - EA,  H2, = - E,, where E, is the energy of 
the levels of interest to us. The exchange term H,, is ex- 
pressed through the integral containing the functions YA 
and Y, and, consequently, decreases exponentially as 
IR I-DCO, Hl2=H0exp[  - ( ~ E , ) " ~ I R  I], where E, is the 
lower energy of states A and B. If Eqs. (1) are integrated 
with the initial conditions Ja  ( - to) 1 = 1, b( - to) = 0 
(which will be discussed below), the quantity w = Ib( oo ) l 2  
will determine the charge exchange probability. The nature 
of the solution is essentially dependent on the ratio between 
the magnitude of the resonance defect A = H,, - H2, and 
the exchange term HI,. The Demkov model assumes that the 
system passes through five regions during development: 
A>H,,,A-H,2,A<H,2,A-H,2,A>H,2.Thenatureofthe 
molecular wave functions changes in region R,, where we 
have H,, - A, i.e., the nonadiabatic transitions occur specifi- 
cally in this region, and outside this region the system devel- 
ops adiabatically. The charge exchange probability deter- 

mined by Eqs. (2) with the initial conditions 
la( - a,) 1 = 1, b( - oo ) = 0 takes the following form13 

or, assuming in fixed velocity: 

In order to determine the value of w it is necessary to 
know the value of the exchange integral H,,, which in this 
case can be used as a fitting parameter. The best agreement 
with the experimental data is obtained for Ho = 0.12 (Fig. 
2), which is quite realistic for our situation when HI, and 
H,, are independent of R. The energy distribution of Si+* 
(Fig. 2, curve 2) is the product of the charge exchange prob- 
ability w and the corresponding cross section u(E) ,  which 
has a monotonically diminishing dependence on E (in the 
range of energies characteristic of our experiment we find 
u(E)  a E - I ) .  For the adiabatic transition region where 
HI,-A(A = 0.4'eV), we obtain R, = 1.5-2 A, which re- 
mains virtually constant for the velocities characteristic of 
the experiment ( v  = 0.01--0.03), which also follows from 
Ref. 14. Consequently the system will begin to develop at 
distances to the surface R( t )  greater than the value of R, 
obtained (the region A >HI,),  which assumes that the ini- 
tial state of the Si2+(b( - to) = 0) ion must arise prior to 
the distance R,. 

The selection of the initial conditions for solving Eqs. 
( 1) is dictated by the fact that, as discussed in the preceding 
section, the Si2+ ion forms within the solid (rather than 
upon detachment from the surface), as represented by the 
initial condition b( - to) = 0 (no electron on an excited lev- 
el prior to the charge exchange process). The condition 
a (  - to) = 1 corresponds to a filled peak of the surface state 
density below the Fermi level. 

It is important to note that the L VV Auger process oc- 
curring inside the solid can directly result in the formation of 
the Si+* ~P(~P;,,  ) excited state under analysis. Then the 

d&R, rel. units 

t 

FIG. 5. Variation in the charge exchange probability of secondary Si+* 
ions at E = 114 eV plotted as a function of distance to the surface. 
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problem is reduced to determining the probability p of the 
conservation of this state after charge exchange, although 
with a different peak of the electron state density above the 
Fermi level (E = 4.9 eV). However in this energy range the 
probability p = 1 - o is very near 1 in practice, since o be- 
comes negligible due to the substantial growth of A = 1.4 eV 
in the exponential term sechZ [ ~ - A / ~ ~ / ~ E , , ' / ~ V ]  in (3). Con- 
sequently such an Si** formation channel will not cause os- 
cillations in the energy spectrum, and will only be capable of 
altering the overall level. Analysis of the charge exchange 
process within the framework of this model allows certain 
estimates. Figure 5 plots the change in charge exchange 
probability of secondary Si+* ions as a function of the dis- 
tance to the surface, i.e., do/dR = f (R) .  This relation indi- 
cates, specifically, that the final charge state of an escaping 
particle will form at < 3 A from the surface. 

4. ENERGY DISTRIBUTION FOR Sit* 4 f  (2P) 
4.1. Experiment 

The energy spectrum of Si+* 4f ('Po) ions was investi- 
gated by bombarding Si( 11 1 ) faces with 8 keV Ar+ ions 
incident at 40" with respect to the normal to the surface in a 
high-index direction that eliminates channelling [ 10" from 
[ 1101 in the (100) plane]. The secondary ions were ob- 
served along the normal to the surface, while the photons 
were observed in the [ 1101 direction parallel to the ( 11 1 ) 
surface. 

Figure 6 shows the number of coincidences of second- 
ary Si+ ions and photons at A = 413 nm as a function of the 
secondary Si+ ion energy. Photons at A = 413 nm are radiat- 
ed due to the decay of the excited Si+* 4f (IF0) state. The 
spectrum is identical to that of the Si+* 4p(2P:,2 ) state, 
which has an oscillatory nature. The energy of the excited 
Si+* 4f('F0) level is 3.5 eV (from the vacuum level). Figure 
3 clearly indicates that this energy is significantly less than 
the energy of the surface peak of the electron state density 

rel. units 

I \  

0 I60 320 4BC 6/fo E,, 

FIG. 6.  a-Number of coincidence of secondary Sif ions and photons at 
R = 413 nm over 30 sec plotted as a function of secondary Sit ion energy; 
&same: Calculation: Curve 1 for the function u , ( t ) ,  curve 2 for the 
function u z ( t ) .  

and lies in the energy range of the conduction band elec- 
trons. It is therefore reasonable to attempt to attribute oscil- 
lationsin theenergy spectrum ofSi+* 4f('F0) to the features 
of electron exchange between the secondary Si+* ion and the 
conclusion band of silicon. 

4.2. Theory 

We proceed to a theoretical treatment of the energy 
spectrum of excited Si+* 4f('F0) ions. In this case the two- 
level approach analogous to that examined in Sec. 3.2 is not 
suitable due to the lack of a clearly-expressed peak of the 
energy state density in an energy range near the energy of 
this excited level. It becomes necessary to calculate charge 
exchange with a set of surface silicon levels. An Anderson- 
Newns Hamiltonian can be used to solve this class of prob- 
l e m ~ ' ~ . ' ~  

H(t)=Ho(t)+T/'(t), (4) 

Ho (t) =EaCa+Ca+ ~ E ~ c ~ + c ~ ~  (5) 
k 

where H, is the Hamiltonian of the ion/crystal system with- 
out interaction between the subsystems; C,, Ck and 
C,+ ,C ,f are the electron destruction and creation operators 
in the state associated with the ion Y, or crystal Yk , respec- 
tively; Y, and Yk is the complete orthogonal system of ei- 
genfunctions of the Hamiltonian H, with the eigenvalues E, 
and E, . The operator V(t) represents exchange interaction 
between the states Yo and q, , V,, are the matrix elements 
of (Y, I V ( t )  IT, ). Coulomb repulsion and electron spin are 
ignored, and E, and E, are assumed to be independent of 
time, which is entirely legitimate for a semiconductor. 

Thus the Schrodinger equation with Hamiltonian (4)  is 
considered: 

i ( x ~  t, = HY (I, t). 
at  

It is advisable to go over to the interaction representation, 
i.e., to seek the wave function as 

Y ( x ,  t) =exp(-iHot) @ (x, t). (8) 

Substituting (8)  into (7)  and using (4)  we obtain 

where 

We expand the wave function @(x,t) in the eigenfunc- 
tions of the operator H,. 

here 16, I is the probability of the electron being in the corre- 
sponding state. We substitute ( 10) into ( 9 ) ,  multiplying the 
left and right sides of the relation from the left by \V: (x)  and, 
integrating over the entire range of variation ofx, we obtain: 
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We assume zero temperature and hence all energy levels 
above the Fermi level EF are free, i.e., b, (to) = 0. We then 
obtain from ( 12) 

while subject to ( 13) we find from ( 1 1 ) 

db. = - z va (t) vu (t') b. (tl) dl'. 
dt 

k 10 

It is easily shown that 

Hence 
t 

db .  - = - j v,(t) vka'(tl) b . ( t ' ) e r p [ i ( ~ ~ - ~ ~ )  (t-t') ]dtr. 
at  t k 

Following Ref. 15, 16 we assume that the nature of the 
time dependence is identical for all Vq:  Vl, ( t )  = y,u(t).  
Then ( 15 ) becomes 

With large k it is natural to go from summation to integra- 
tion, i.e., 

OD 

1 v a k 1 2  exp[-iE,(t-1') ]= 1 p(E)exp[-iE (t-t') ]dE, 
k - m 

where p ( E )  is the electron state density in the conduction 
band." We therefore finally have a linear integrodifferential 
equation for determining the population probability of level 
Ea : 

t 

%= - Ju(t)u( t l )  b . ( t r )exp[i~d-t t )  1 
to 

with the initial condition b, (to) = 1, assuming that initially 
the electron is in the state associated with the ion. The func- 
tion u( t)  is given as f o l l o ~ s ' ~ . ' ~ :  u ( t )  = u,exp( - II IR I ), 
R = ut, where u is ion velocity while II = ( 2 ~ ~ )  'I2; since 
II  = 1/R, , I 3  where R, is the radius of the corresponding 
shell, we have u = uo( - I R I/Ra ). 

The form of the function u( t)  which, as noted above, 
determines the nature of the time dependence of the interac- 
tion energy between the level Ea and the conduction band 

levels, is fundamental in this model. We will consider two 
cases: 

1) u,(t)=uoexp(-hlRI); 

The range R < 0 is within the solid, R>O is outside the solid. 
The first case assumes that as the ion travels up through 

the solid to the surface and during subsequent emission, in- 
teraction with the surface state is maximized in the surface 
region (R = 0).  The second case assumes constant interac- 
tion within the solid and a decay of this interaction only 
upon emission from the surface, i.e., this eliminates the dif- 
ference between the form of the electron state density on the 
surface of the solid and in the solid bulk. Equation ( 16) was 
solved numerically. The probability 16, ( t )  I* was calculated 
as t- m , i.e., at a substantial distance from the surface when 
charge exchange ceases by design for each ion energy (veloc- 
ity) value in the range of interest to us [the velocity enters 
into ( 16) as a parameter]. 

The use of ul ( t )  causes the oscillating form of the ener- 
gy spectrum of Si+* (Fig. 6, b, curve 1) which corresponds 
well to experiment, while the use of u2(t) yields a monotonic 
form of the energy spectrum (curve 2).  The oscillatory na- 
ture of the probability of an electron existing on the level 
under consideration as a function of ion energy and, there- 
fore, the oscillatory form of the energy spectrum is related to 
the surface localization of interaction [the distributionp(E) 
used here is produced by the surface layers of silicon 
atoms1']. The oscillatory nature of the relation is character- 
istic of quasiresonant electron exchange processes6 and is 
related to the interference of the wave functions of the differ- 
ent states. 

The excellent qualitative agreement between the experi- 
mental and theoretical energy spectra suggest that the ex- 
perimentally observed oscillations are associated with qua- 
siresonance charge exchange between the excited state of the 
ion and the surface states in the conduction band. 

5. ENERGY DISTRIBUTION FOR Si+* 4p(4D) 

The coincidence of secondary Si + ions of various ener- 
gies and photons at II = 567 nm resulting from the decay of 
the excited Si + * ~ P ( ~ D )  state at an energy level 0.05 eV from 
the vacuum level was determined. The result is shown in Fig. 

FIG. 7. Number of coincidences of secondary Sit ions and photons at 
A = 567 nm over 300 sec as a function of Sit energy. 
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7 which clearly demonstrates that no oscillations in the ener- 
gy spectrum of the excited Si+* ions were observed here. 

The energy spectrum of the excited state of the Si+* 
~ P ( ~ D )  ion (A = 567 nm) (Fig. 7) can, in view of its mono- 
tonic nature, be explained within the framework of the same 
approach as in the preceding section. However the initial 
condition of the problem which assumes that such a state 
develops within the solid, is not valid in this case due to the 
large radius of the excited ion. 

It is therefore possible to assume that the Auger process 
responsible for the formation of this state occurs outside the 
solid when R>O. Mathematically the problem is reduced to a 
solution of the same equation ( 16), although with a different 
initial condition. The solution depends on the distance from 
the surface over which the excited state was formed, al- 
though the energy spectrum is always monotonic, similar to 
the spectrum obtained in the preceding section using u , ( t )  
(Fig. 6, b, curve 2 ) . 

6. CONCLUSION 

The oscillatory nature of the energy spectrum of excited 
secondary Si+* :,, ), Si+* 4f (2F2,, ) ions was ob- 
served experimentally for the case of bombardment of a sili- 
con surface with Ar+ and Ne+ ions. 

A physical model based on the electron exchange 
between the excited level of the ion and the surface states of 
silicon has been proposed; this model makes it possible to 
explain the observed behavior. 

Analysis of the experimental and theoretical data yield 
a characteristic distance <3  b; from the surface as the range 
in which the final charge state of the escaping particle is 
established. 

The influence of a change in the electron surface struc- 
ture (using oxidation as an example) on the nature of the 
energy spectrum of secondary excited particles has been 
demonstrated; this can be used in developing surface diag- 
nostic techniques. 
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